
Safe Separation Distances From Natural Gas TransmissionPipelines     Abstract                            James S. Haldar, Ph.D., P.E.                         and Robert Dresnack, Ph.D., P.E.                         New Jersey Institute of Technology                                     Newark, N.J.     Accidental rupture of natural gas transmission pipelines with subsequent ignition of     the escaping gas can result in the loss of l~fe and property. A method for evaluating     distances at which the pipelines can be safrly set back from the community, called safr     separation distances, is proposed herein, in which the point source method for     determining heat flux is coupled with relationships for predicting both the mass release     rate from the rupture and the flame height of the ignited gas. The method is utilized to     develop charts for predicting saft separation distances based on pipeline operating     pressure and nominal pipeline diameter.IntroductionIncreased development of formerly sparsely populated areas has resulted ininstances of encroachment of natural gastransmission pipeline rights-of-wayROWs. Accidental ruptures of thesepipelines with subsequent ignition of theescaping gas can result in the loss of life andproperty near these lines. A description ofthe effects of such accidents can be found inthe pipeline accident reports prepared by theNational Transportation Safety BoardNTSB, the independent Federal agencythat investigates pipeline accidents occurringin the United States.One example of the destructive effects ofpipeline ruptures was the explosion, inEdison, New Jersey, of a 36-inch pipelineoperating at a pressure of 970 psig. Thisaccident occurred on March 23, 1994 andseverely affected a nearby apartmentcomplex. The apartment complex sustained$12.4 million in damages, which includedthe loss of eight apartment buildings, severedamage to six buildings and minor damageto several other building NTSB, 1995.This accident served as the basis for theevaluation, described in this paper, of theproximity at which pipelines can be safelysited near a community. These distances arecalled "safe separation distances."JOURNAL OF PIPELINE SAFETY / Autumn 1999/ 3



In general, both the United States andforeign countries address the establishmentof separation distances either directly, ormdirectly through the designation of variouslocation or population classes. In thoseinstances where a defined allowable ROWhas been established, the width of the ROWfrom the pipe centerline is relatively smallless than 100 feet and is generally intendedto protect the pipe rather than the public.Separation distances have also beendeveloped by some countries based on theconcept of risk assessment. This paperdescribes the development of a methodologyto estimate actual separation distancesrequired, based upon the effects of a ruptureof a natural gas transmission pipeline of aspecified diameter and operating pressure.The methodology is developed, in part, withdata collected from prior investigations ofactual natural gas transmission pipelineaccidents.Literature ReviewThe purpose of the literature review was togain an understanding of prior researchconcerning both natural gas pipelineaccidents and the determination of safeseparation distances from natural gastransmission pipelines. Activities associatedwith the literature review included review ofNTSB files and Commodity PipelineOccurrence Reports prepared by theCanadian Transportation Safety BoardTSB. Other activities consisted ofdiscussions of the issue of safe separationdistances with the European Gas PipelineIncident Data Group located in theNetherlands, the NTSB, the Canadian TSB,the Canadian National Energy Board, theUnited States Environmental ProtectionAgency, the American Gas Association, theResearch and Special ProgramsAdministration, the Gas Research Institute,and the Township of Edison. Finally,various texts and technical journals of the oiland gas pipeline industry were reviewedpertaining to pipelines, hazard assessment,heat transfer and fluid flow.In general, the literature review revealed thatthere has been limited studies to dateconcerning the determination of safetyseparation distances. The prior researchreviewed is predominantly concerned withpredicting the loss of product during anactual pipeline rupture i.e., blowdown,rather than directed to concerns associatedwith establishment of adequate saleseparation distances for the public.The modelling of product loss during apipeline rupture, which is an importantfactor related to the establishment of a safeseparation distance therefrom, is, asindicated in a number of research papersreviewed, difficult to simulate. This is dueto disparity amongst researchers as to theconditions under which the blowdown ismodelled e.g., adiabatic or isothermal;whether the fluid is viscous or nonviscous,etc..The literature review also revealed that theavailable database of information associatedwith actual natural gas pipeline accidentoccurrences in the United States and Canadais limited. For example, the pipelineaccident reports PARs prepared by theNTSB do not consistently report parameterssuch as the total volume of gas lost in anaccident, or the location of the closest valves4 / Autumn 1999 / JOURNAL OF PIPELINE SAFETY



upstream and downstream of the pipelinerupture. Furthermore, supportinginformation for the more dated PARs in thePAR dockets in Washington, DC isperiodically destroyed. The CommodityPipeline Occurrence Reports prepared by theCanadian TSB are similar to the PARs inthat there are also inconsistencies in theextent of information contained in thesereports.Because of the aforementioned reasons, itwas concluded that an approach to advancethe state-of-the-art in the discipline ofpipeline risk analysis is to develop a reliableestimation technique to conservativelypredict safe separation distances to bearticulated between the public and theruptured natural gas pipeline.MethodologyThe simplified approach for estimating safeseparation distances was developed basedupon assumptions that the damage from apipeline rupture is primarily due to thethermal radiation produced by the ignitedgas behaving like a vertical jet flame. Thethermal radiation will produce an impactarea, the extent of which can be detenninedthrough the estimation of a "bum radius".The major variables associated with the burnradius resulting from a pipeline rupture arethe size of the pipeline and its operatingpressure which directly affects the massflow rate in the pipeline. Theappropriateness of this approach inproviding results of an accuracy suitable forregulatory agencies to utilize for establishingzoning guidelines was confirmed bycomparing results from the aforementionedmodel with actual bum radii found in alimited number of accident investigationsconducted by the NTSB in which sufficientdata was obtained to verify the subjectmodel herein.As indicated above, an assumption is madethat the damage from a pipeline rupture isprimarily due to the thermal radiationproduced by the ignited gas. Therefore, asafe separation distance is defined as thedistance beyond which a pre-establishedlevel of thermal radiation damage will notlikely occur. Other damage such asprojectile damage from pipeline fragmentsor damage due to over pressures fromexplosions is not considered. Thisassumption is consistent with the resultsfrom investigations of actual pipelineruptures, in which damage was found to becaused primarily from the fire. Therefore,the safe separation distance from a pipelinecan be defined in terms of the distanceneeded to protect against a specified heatflux. This specified heat flux will producean area of thermal radiation damage in thevicinity of the pipeline which can beestimated by calculating the bum radius.Use of the Point Source MethodThe point source method forms the basis forthe estimation of safe separation distances.The following equation is presented fromthe work of Oenbring and Sifferman 1980:K = FQ/4irD21where K = radiation heat flux from a flameBtu/hr ft2; F = fraction of total heatradiated; Q = total heat content of the flaredJOURNAL OF PIPELINE SAFETY I Autumn 1999 / S



gas Btulhr; and D = distance from pointsource to receptor ft.Those authors provide the source forEquation 1 as being the AmericanPetroleum Institute API document APIRP-521. In a later version of this documentAPI, 1990, API provides the revisedequation:      D = tFQ/4itK~  2where r = the fraction of thermal radiationtransmitted through the atmosphere.Application of the point source method isshown in Figure 1, where ignition ofescaping gas from a pipeline rupture resultsin a flame of height "H". The point sourceis placed in the center of the flame at H/2,and the burn radius BR is found from thePythagorean. Theorem:BR = {D2 - HI22}~3By inserting Equation 2 into Equation 3, thefollowing relationship is obtained:  BR = {tFQ/4itK - H/22} Y~   4This is the basic form of the burn radiusequation. The bum radius is function of thetransmissivity of the thermal radiationthrough the atmosphere, the fraction of totalheat radiated, the heat content of theescaping gas, the specified heat flux orlevel of damage, and the flame height.Based on information provided by variousresearchers for methane NFPA, 1988, thevalue ofF can be reasonably estimated to be0.2. Calculation of the transmissivity ofthermal radiation through the atmospherewas performed using the method ofBrzustowsi and Sommer 1973, asdiscussed by API API. 1990. By assuminga relative humidity of 50% and a distance tothe flame of 500 feet both of which arereasonable values for pipelineaccidentscenarios, the atmospheric transmissivity isdetermined to be 0.746. Inserting the valuesoft and F into Equation 4, the equation forthe burn radius becomes:BR= {0.011873Q1K - FJ22}º5The total heat content of the escaping gasQ in Btu!hr can be found by multiplyingthe heat content of natural gas 1,000Btulscf by the volumetric flow rate of theescaping gas scUhr:Q = 1,000V'6where V' = volumetric flow rate scf7hr. IfEquation 6 is inserted into Equation 5, theexpression for the bum radius becomes:  BR = {11.873V'/K - H/S2}~  7Determination of Gas Flow RateThe volumetric flowrate of the escaping gas,V', can be found using a modified form ofan equation, found in the Pipe Line Rules ofThumb Handbook, McAllister, 1993,which is used when calculating the volumeof gas lost through a puncture or blowdown.This equation is expressed as:Q=D2P18where: Q = volume of gas in Mcflhr at a6/Autumn 1999/ JOURNAL OF PIPELINE SAFETY



pressure of 14.9 psi, 60°F with a specificgravity of 0.60; D = diameter of the nippleor orifice in inches; and P1 = absolutepressure in psi at some nearby pointupstream from the opening.Equation 8 is modified by examining therates of gas lost through actual pipelineruptures see Table 1 and comparing theserates with values obtained using theequation. Based on this evaluation,Equation 8 was modified to be:V1 = 1,0000.34IYP9where V1 = gas flow rate, scflhr; D =pipeline diameter, inches; and P = incidentoperating pressure, psia. It should be notedthat multiplication by 1,000 in Equation 9converts McI/hr to scfYhr. Equation 9reflects the fact that insertion of themaximum initial flow rate into the pointsource equation will not accurately reflectthermal radiation conditions, since the heatflux at a given receptor location willdecrease with the decreasing gas flow.Therefore, V' can be considered to be arepresentative gas flow rate.Determination of Flame HeightIn a manner similar to the method fordetermining the expression for gas flow rate,the information obtained from actualpipeline accidents can be used to estimateflame height. Hawthrome, Weddell andHottell 1949 developed an equation that,for a given gas, expressed the flame lengthas being directly proportional to the jet ornozzle diameter. This observation can beapplied to the NTSB pipeline accident dataof Table 2, where estimation of flameheights are provided. If the assumption ismade that the jet diameter is equal to thepipeline diameter for a full bore rupture, thefollowing relationship is obtained:H= 147D/12 = 12.25Dwhere D = pipeline diameter in.10By inserting Equation 9 and Equation 10into Equation 7, the final burn radiusequation is found: BR=D{4,036.82P/K- 37.52}~  11where BR = bum radius ft; D = pipelinediameter in; P incident operatingpressure psia; and K = heat flux Btu/hrft2.Equation 11 provides a means by which theburn radius and hence the safe separationdistance can be found knowing only thepipeline diameter, incident operatingpressure and the level of damage i.e., heatflux to be considered. Since pipelineoperating pressures are typically specified asgauge pressures, Equation 11 can bemodified for application to gauge pressuresby substituting the quantity P' + 14.7 forP, where P' is the incident operatingpressure in psig.Heat Flux ValuesSeveral examples of heat flux valuescorresponding to specific consequences areprovided in Table 3. These values wereobtained from a review of the literature.JOURNAL OF PIPELINE SAFETY / Autumn 1999 / 7



From these heat flux values, it can be seenthat the level of thermal radiation damagemay not only depend on the intensity of theheat flux, but also on the length of time thatthe receptor is receiving that heat flux. Forexample, at a heat flux intensity of 9,985BtuThr ft2, spontaneous ignition of woodenbuilding occurs after afew minutes.Similarly, the maximum tolerable heat fluxfor short-term exposure for people is 2,000Btu/hr ft2. Therefore, a safe separationdistance is considered to afford protectionfrom a certain level of heat flux for aspecific time period. If that time period isexceeded, damage may occur.In order to estimate a safe separationdistance, a level of protection is chosen,such as protecting wooden buildings fromspontaneous ignition for a few minutes. Thecorresponding heat flux is found andinserted intoEquation 11 as the appropriateK-value.Construction of Charts to Predict SafeSeparation DistancesThe following procedure is used to constructcharts for the estimation of safe separationdistances. The first step involves decidingthe degree of thermal radiation damage toconsider. For example, the damage might bespontaneous ignition of wooden buildingsafter a few minutes exposure to the ignitedgas. Protection for a few minutes may allowenough time for emergency responders toarrive at the scene and initiate protectivemeasures such as watering down thebuilding. Based on the informationprovided in Table 3, the heat fluxcorresponding to the specified level ofdamage is 9,985 Btulhr ft2. This value isinserted into Equation 11 for K:BR = D {4,036.82P/9,985 - 37.52} ~2 12Equation 12 is an expression of the bumradius as a function of only diameter andincident operating pressure. For variouspipeline diameters, charts are thenconstructed of the bum radius on the y-axisand the incident operating pressure on thex-axis. In the example, a pipeline diameterof 36" can be used with incident operatingpressures in the range of 575 psia to 1,200psia to construct a chart similar to the oneshown in Figure 2. Once the chart iscompleted, it can be used either to determinea safe separation distance given a specifiedincident operating pressure, or to determinethe incident operating pressure required tomaintain a specified safe separationdistance.Charts for estimating safe separationdistances or bum radii were developed forheat flux values of 3,962 Btu/hr ft2 pilotedignition of wood; 6,340 Btulhr ft2blistering of bare skin in 4 seconds and 1percent lethality in 20 seconds; 9,510Btulhr ft2 causes third degree bums in 30seconds; and 9,985 Btu/hr ft2 spontaneousignition of wooden structures after a fewminutes. The charts have been developedfor pipeline diameters of 14", 16", 18", 20",24", 30" and 36", with incident operatingpressures in the range of 575 psia to 1,200psia. It should be noted that the charts donot consider that portion of the heat flux dueto solar radiation. An accurate value of thesolar heat flux would be dependent onfactors such as the weather conditions, thetime of day and the time of year. Since the8/ Autumn I 999 / JOURNAL OF PIPELINE SAFETY



solar heat flux amounts to only a fewhundred Btu/hr ft2 while the non-solar heatflux is several thousand Btulhr ft2, omissionof this factor will not significantly affect theresults.Comparison of Method to PipelineAccident Data and to Previous ResearchEquation 11 was evaluated by firstcomparing the calculated values for burnradii to data from documented pipelineaccidents that occurred in the United States.The previously-mentioned accident thatoccurred in Edison, New Jersey is presentedhere as an example of the analysis that wasperformed.The PAR NTSB, 1995 for the Edison,New Jersey accident describes the rupture ofa 36 inch natural gas transmission pipelineowned and operated by the Texas EasternTransmission Corporation. The ruptureoccurred at approximately 11:55 p.m. onMarch 23, 1994, on the property of QualityMaterials, Inc. in Edison, New Jersey.Ignition of the escaping gas occurred within2 minutes after the rupture, producingflames 400 to 500 feet high. While nodeaths were directly attributed to theaccident, the rupture produced extensivedamage including the destruction of severalbuildings of a nearby apartment complex.The total cost of the damage exceeded 25million dollars. The NTSB determined thatthe probable caused of the rupture wasmechanical damage to the exterior pipelinesurface. The damage reduced the pipelinewall thickness and probably resulted in acrack that grew to a critical size.As indicated previously, the ruptureoccurred at approximately 11:55 p.m., withignition of the gas less than two minuteslater. Based on the PAR, the EdisonTownship Fire Department arrived at theaccident scene at approximately 12:02 a.m.According to information provided by theTownship of Edison personalcommunication, 1996 there were severalbuildings that were involved in fire uponarrival of the Fire Department, and therewere other buildings that would have burnedif those structures were not wetted down.If buildings were set back from the pipelineat a distance beyond the location of thebuildings which were involved in fire after afew minutes exposure to thermal radiation,then this distance would have providedprotection for a few minutes fromspontaneous ignition. Using informationfrom the files of the NTSB, the distancefrom the rupture and the approximatemidpoint of the footprint for the buildingfarthest from the rupture that was becominginvolved in fire when the Fire Departmentarrived was determined to be approximately772 feet.In order to use Equation 11, an appropriateheat flux must first be selected. Since theconcern is protecting structures fromspontaneous ignition for several minutes, aheat flux of 9,985 Btu/hr ft2 from Table 3 isselected. Inserting this value for heat fluxinto Equation 11, as well as the applying thepipeline diameter of 36 inches and theincident operating pressure of 984.7 psia, theburn radius becomes: BR = 36{[4,036.82984.7I9,985] - 37.52}~          =684 feetJOURNAL OF PIPELINE SAFETY / Autumn 1999 / 9



The estimated burn radius differs from theactual burn radius by less than 12 percent. Itcan therefore be seen that the predicted burnradius does in fact approximate the distanceto those buildings which were involved infire a few minutes after the rupture.A burn radius can likewise be estimated fordetermining the distance beyond whichbuildings will not ignite at all. For theEdison accident, this distance would extendbeyond the location of those buildings whichwere wetted down. In order to predict thedistance with Equation 11, a heat flux of3,962 Btu/hr ft2 is selected. This is the heatflux at which piloted ignition of woodoccurs, so that wood is not expected toignite below this heat flux. From equation11, the burn radius becomes: BR = 36 { [4,036.82984.7/3,962] - 37.52} ~          =1,119 feetThe actual distance from the rupture point tothe midpoint of the building farthest fromthe rupture that was wetted down waslikewise found using the information fromthe NTSB files for this accident. Thisdistance was determined to be 1,101 feet.The predicted burn radius is therefore verysimilar to the actual distance, with adifference of less that 2 percent.The following example illustrates theanalysis of a safe separation distance for apipeline accident for which less informationis available NTSB, 1986. The accidentoccurred in Jacksonville, Louisiana, onNovember 25, 1984. The pipeline had adiameter of 30 inches and was operating at1,016 psig 1,030.7 psia. A non-symmetrical damage area was produced,with the rupture incinerating an area 900 feetnorth, 500 feet south and 180 feet to the eastand west of the rupture. If the bum radius isconsidered to be the maximum lineardistance from the rupture to the edge of theincinerated area, the radius is then 900 feet.Again, using Equation 11 and a heat flux of3,962 Btu/hr ft2 i.e., a conservative valuefor heat flux which will cause an area to beburned, the estimated burn radius becomes: BR = 30{[4,036.821030.7/3,962} - 37.52}~           =955 feetThe estimated burn radius differs from theactual burn radius by only 6 percent.Comparison to Separation DistancesDeveloped through Hazard AnalysisSeparation distances produced by Equation11 were compared to separation distancesdeveloped through the principles of hazardanalysis. For example, Hill and Catmurperformed a study for the British Health andSafety Executive 1995 to evaluate howrisks from various hazardous pipelinescompared. As part of the study, distancesfrom a vertical flame jet to a heat flux levelof 10 kW/m2 3,170 Btu/hr ft2 are providedfor the pipelines under consideration. Theflame was simulated as an inclined linesource with a receptor 1.5 meters 4.92 feethigh at ground level. Furthermore, theauthors indicate that the model which wasused provides the maximum view factorbetween the source and receptor, with thethermal radiation being a function of theflame's emissivity, the transmissivity of theair, the view factor and the radiant energy ofthe burning compound.10 / Autumn 1999 / JOURNAL OF PIPELINE SAFETY



A comparison was made between thosedistances and the distances estimated usingEquation 11. This comparison is presentedin Table 4, for all of the natural gas pipelines.involved in the study. It can be seen thateven outside the range of diameters andpressures for which Equation 11 wasdeveloped that this relationship stillproduces results which approximate those ofthe British. The higher percent differencesreflected in the last three entries of Table 4are probably due to the use of low operatingpressures, either singly or in combinationwith small diameters, which are outside therange for which Equation 11 was developed.A comparison was likewise made betweenseparation distances determined through useof Equation 11 and the separation distancesimposed in regulations developed by theDutch. The following discussion is based oninformation from personal communicationswith N.V. Nederlandse Gasunie November30, 1995, June 21, 1996, September 30,1996. The first type of separation distancewhich the Dutch developed is called aproximity, or building distance. This is thedistance between a pipeline and residentialbuildings or special structures andcorresponds to a 10~ individual risk. Thesecond type of distance is called a survey, oreffect distance. This distance is determinedfor the purpose of identifying the locationclassification and corresponds to a 10-8individual risk.The Dutch regulations specify three rangesof operating pressures in English units:304.8 to 739.9 psia; 739.9 to 1,175.0 psia;and 1,175.0 to 1,610.1 psia and pipelinediameters from 2 inches to 48 inches.Although the midpoints of the Dutchpressure ranges are approximately 522.3psia, 957.4 psia, and 1,392.6 psia, the threepressures which will be used in Equation 11for the purpose of comparison are 522.3psia; 957.4 psia and 1,200.0 psia. Thepressure of 1,200.0 psia is used in lieu of1,392.6 psia since 1,200.0 psia representsthe upper limit of pressure used to developEquation 11, yet still lies within the thirdrange.The comparison is presented in Table 5. Itcan be seen that Equation 11 estimatessignificantly larger separation distances thanthe building distances determined by theDutch. However, as shown through theanalyses of the Edison, New Jerseyaccidents, the building distances developedby the Dutch will not be protective ofstructures. For a 36-inch diameter pipeline,the maximum building distance is 148 feet.This distance would clearly not have beenprotective of structures for theaforementioned accident.Although the building distances and bumradii do not correspond, the trends in both atconditions of constant pressure withvarying diameter and constant diameterwith varying pressure do correspondclosely. If pressure is held constant, then thefollowing ratio is produced when usingEquation 11:JOURNAL OF PIPELINE SAFETY / Autumn 1999 / 11



BR1/BR2 = [D1{4,036.82PJK - 37.52 ~]/[D2{4,O36.82P/K - 37.52}~'2] = D1 /D2                                                       13Tables 6 and 7 respectively present thecomparison of building distances forconstant pressure and diameter. It can beseen that both the Dutch approach andEquation 11 produce very similar trends i.e.similar ratios whether conditions ofconstant pressure or constant diameter areevaluated.UncertaintiesThe uncertainties in the value of the bumradius produced by Equation 11 are theresult of the assumptions that were madeduring development of this equation. Asindicated previously, an assumption wasmade that the damage from a pipelinerupture is primarily due to the thermalradiation produced by the ignited gas. Otherdamage such as projectile damage frompipeline fragments is not considered. Thisassumption is consistent with the resultsfrom investigations of actual pipelineruptures, in which damage was found to becaused primarily from the fire.For development of Equation 11, theescaping gas is assumed to behave, onceignited, like a vertical jet flame. A releasefrom a pressurized system such as apipeline can produce other scenarios suchas dispersion of the unignited gas, formationof a fireball, development of a flash fire or avapor cloud explosion NFPA, 1988; Hilland Catmur, 1995; AICHE, 1994.Furthermore, the rupture orientation may besuch that a flame jet, if it exists, may not betruly vertical. Assuming that all of thesescenarios can occur increases the number ofvariables to be considered, in that theprobabilities of each scenario happeningeither alone or in combination with otherscenarios must be determined.Should these other scenarios occur, there isno certainty that they will contributesignificantly to the overall thermal radiationdamage. For example, the dispersion ofunignited gas would not produce thermalradiation damage. Vapor cloud explosionscan produce damage through the generationof over pressures Crawley, 1982.However, thermal radiation was found to bethe primary cause of damage in natural gaspipeline ruptures. With regard to thedevelopment of a flash fire, very littleinformation is currently availableWhere the subscripts 1 and 2 correspond to conditions at the two diameters. If diameters are held constant, thenEquation 11 produces the following ratios:          BR1IBR2 = [D {4,036.82P1/K - 37.52 ~]/[D {4,036.82P2/K - 37.52} ~]                = [{4,036.82P1/K - 37.52}/{4,036.82P2IK - 37.52}]~          14Where the subscripts 1 and 2 now correspond to conditions at the two pressures.12 / Autumn 1999 I JOURNAL OF PIPELINE SAFETY



concerning the thermal radiation producedAICHE, 1994. Thermal radiation hazardsfrom burning vapor clouds are consideredless significant than blast effects, andcombustion associated with a flash fire lastsno more than a few tens of seconds ATCHE,1994. While fireballs produce the highestradiation intensity, these events can beassumed to last only 10-30 secondsHockley and Rew, 1996. Formulas forfireball diameter, duration and hazarddistances have been published AICHE,1994 which are functions of the mass of thefuel. However, in the case of a pipelinerupture the mass of fuel involved in afireball is difficult to predict since therelease rate varies with time.Although there are uncertainties associatedwith the development of Equation 11, theanalyses that were performed served todemonstrate .that the assumptions madeduring the development of Equation 11 areappropriate. Equation 11 can be use4toprovide estimations of burn radii for variouspipeline diameters and incident operatingpressures. However, it must be stressed thatsafe separation distances determined throughthe use of Equation 11 are estimations.There are numerous variables, several ofwhich have been considered in this chapter,which will influence the burn radiusassociated with a pipeline rupture. Theadvantage to using the method described inthis paper is that the method isstraightforward and provides reasonableestimates of actual burn radii.ConclusionsThe work described in this paper has led tothe development of a method for estimatingsafe separation distances from natural gastransmission pipelines. This method wasverified based on information from actualpipeline accidents, and provides a means todetermine the safe separation distance, as ameasurement of the burn radius, throughknowledge of the pipeline's diameter andincident operating pressure. The method canbe used by regulators to determine thedistances at which future development mightbe placed from existing pipelines or, perhapsmore realistically, the method can be used toevaluate appropriate incident operatingpressures for pipelines which traversedensely populated areas.The procedure described in this paper is easyto apply and does not require extensivecomputational efforts. The method isapplicable to pipelines with diametersranging from 14 inches to 36 inches andincident operating pressures from 575 psiato 1,200 psia, which constitute the majorityof natural gas transmission pipelines inservice in the United States. For levels ofthermal radiation damage corresponding toheat flux values from 3,962 Btu/hr ft2 to9,985 Btu/hr ft2, the method will predict safeseparation distances ranging from 195 feetto 1,200 feet. The range of heat flux valuesnoted above are applicable to the majorconsequences to life, limb and property thatshould be of interest to most analysts.Although there are areas amenable torefinement, the methodology will providereasonable estimates of safe separationdistances for the ranges of diameters,incident operating pressures and values ofheat flux that have been previouslyidentified.JOURNAL OF PIPELINE SAFETY / Autumn 1999 / 13
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                    TABLE 1. Pipeline Rupture Parameters                                     IncidentAccident                   Pipeline  Operating  Isolation   Total VolumeReport      Investigating  Diameter  Pressure   time        of GasNumber      Agency         Inches               hours       Lost. scfP90H0606    TSB            12.75      696.7     2.75        3.78 x io~83-02       NTSB           20         834.7     1.42        4.68 x iO~P91H0041    TSB            20         933.7     0.75        3.13x 10679-FPOO6    NTSB           30         574.7     2.83        2.01 x 108P90H1006    TSB            30         726.7     0.58        8.73 x iO~95-01       NTSB           36         984.7     2.50        2.97 x108P94H0036    TSB            36        1014.7     0.63        1.48 x io~P94H0003    TSB            42        1221.7     6.67        3.52x 108                           TABLE 2. Flame Height DataAccident                   Diameter  Diameter   Reported FlameReport      Investigating  D       D/12     Height HNumber      Agency         Inches                                if/CD/i 286-009      NTSB           20        1.67       300              18095-01       NTSB           36        3.00       450              15077-01       NTSB           20        1.67       200              12071-01       NTSB           14        1.17       125              10787-01       NTSB           30        2.50       450              180                                              JOURNAL OF PIPELINE SAFETY / Autumn 1999 / 15



                     TABLE 3. Examples of Heat Flux Values      Heat FluxBtu/hr ft2   kW/m2        Reference             Consequence317            1          AICHE 1994          SolarHeat flux during ahot summer day2,000          6.5        Crawley 1982        Maximum tolerable heat flux for short-term                                                i.e., 20 seconds exposure for people.3,962*         12.6       Hockey and Rew 1996 Piloted ignition of wood exposed to this heat                          AICHE 1994          flux for a prolonged period. Also, plastic                          Technica International, tubing melts.                          Ltd. 19889,985*         31.5       Department of Housing Wooden buildings, paper, window drapes                          And Urban Development and frees will spontaneously ignite after a                          1975                few minutes exposure.*Calculated using the relationship 1 Btulhr ft2 = 3.1546 Watts/square meter W/m2.                   TABLE 4. Comparison of Natural Gas PipelinesPipelineDiameter        Pressure           Separation Distances-Feet       PercentInches         Barg   ~La          British*     Equation 11        Difference42             70     1030.0         1,385        1,499              8.224             70     1030.0           820         857               4.516             70     1030.0           564         571               1.26              70     1030.0           226         214               5.324             16       246.8          443         399               9.924             7        116.2          351         252               28.26              16       246.8          138         100               27.56              7        116.2          95           63               33.7*Converted from meters using the relationship 1 meter equals 3.2808 feet.16 / Autumn 1999 / JOURNAL OF PIPELINE SAFETY



            TABLE 5. Comparison of Building Distances to Safe Separation Distance          Distance from Pipeline - Feet*                    Safe Separation Distance - Feet            From Dutch Regulations                                Using Equation 11Diameter        35 Bar         65 Bar       95 Bar          35 Bar        65 Bar          95 Bar                522.3 i,sia    957.4 nsia   1392.6 psia     522.3 psia    957.4 vsia      1200.0 psia14              56             66           82              184           262             29616              66             66           82              211           299             33918              **             66           82              237           337             38124              **             82           82              316           449             50830              **             98           115             395           561             63536              **             115          148             474           673             762Notes:    * Distances converted from meters to feet using the relationship 1 meter equals 3.2808 feet.          ** Distances determined on a case by case basis.          TABLE 6. Ratios of Building and Separation Distances at Various Diameters                                       Constant Pressure          Ratios of Building Distances                            Ratios of Separation Distances          Using Dutch Regulations                                      Using Equation 11DiameterRatio           35 Bar         65 Bar       95 Bar          35 Bar        65 Bar          95 BarSelected        522.3 psia     957.4 nsia   1392.6 psia     522.3 psia    957.4 usia      1200.0 tsia16u/14fl        118            1 00         1 00            114           114             11418"/14"                        1 00         1 00            1 29          1 29            1 2924914"          ----           1 24         1 00            1 71          1 71            1 7130"/14"                        1 48         1 40            2 14          2 14            2 1436"/14"                        1.74         1.80            2.57          2.57            2.5718"/16"                        1.00         1.00            1.13          1.13            1.1324th/161t                      1 24         1 00            1 50          1 50            1 5030916"          ----           1 48         1 40            1 88          1 88            1 8836916"                         1 74         1 80            2 25          2 25            2 2524"/18"                        1 24         1 00            1 33          1 33            1 3330"/18"         ----           1.48         1.40            1.67          1.67            1.6736"/lS'                        1.74         1.80            2.00          2.00            2.0030"/24"                        1.20         1.40            1.25          1.25            1.2536'/24'                        1.40         1.80            1.50          1.50            1.5036"/30"                        1.17         1.29            1.20          1.20            1.20                                                         JOURNAL OF PIPELINE SAFETY / Autumn 1999 / 17
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APPENDIX II. NOTATIONThe following abbreviations and symbols are used in this paper:AICHE        American Institute of Chemical EngineersAPI          American Petroleum InstituteBR           bum radiusBtu          British Thermal UnitD            diameter, distance from flame center to observerF            fraction of total heat radiatedft           foot°F           degrees Fahrenheitg            gauge pressure designationH            flame heighthr           hourin           inchK            radiant heat fluxMcf          thousand cubic feetNFPA         National Fire Protection AssociationNTSB         National Transportation Safety boaidP            incident operating pressure             gauge operating pressureP1           absolute pressure near the openingPAR          Pipeline Accident Reportpsi          pounds per square inchpsia         pounds per square inch absolutepsig         pounds per square inch gaugeQ            total heat content of flared gas, volumetric gas flow rateROW          right-of-wayscf          standard cubic feet             aimospheric transmissivityTSB          Transportation Safety Board CanadaV'           volumetric gas flow rateJames S. Hakiar, Ph.D., P.E., is an Adjunct       Robert Dresnack, Ph.D., P.E., is a ProfessorProfessor in the Department of Civil and          of Civil and Environmental Engineering atEnvironmental Engineering at the New Jersey       NJIT.Institute of Technology NJIT, and is also anEnvironmental Engineer for the U.S.Environmental Protection Agency EPA. Itshould be noted that the views expressed inthis paper are not intended to reflect EPApolicy.  20 / Autumn 1999 / JOURNAL OF PIPELINE SAFETY


